By Larry Wise

Limb Construction Techniques

T

he purpose of a bow limb is to
store energy and return that
energy, or most of it, to the
arrow. The limb contains elastic
properties so that it can do this by
bending during the draw stroke and
unbending during the power stroke.
This all sounds simple but always
remember that the limb is the
“action” and “energy” part of the bow
and, in my opinion, the most critical
component of the system.
Please remember that humans
and their expectations come to bear
on the bow and arrow set. We expect
to achieve “STEP TWO” of archery –
you remember the simple two steps
of archery:
STEP ONE:LEARN TO SHOOT A TEN
STEP TWO: REPEAT STEP ONE
Yep, we expect the bow to repeat
its performance and, therefore, a
high burden is placed on the set of
bow limbs you have. (It also places a
burden on your shooting form but
that’s another article. In fact, it’s a
complete book called Core Archery.)
Building a pair of limbs that provide
“repeat” performance is the challenge of every bow manufacturer as
they select the materials, style, glue
and building process. Beyond that,
they must control this process from
beginning to end to ensure longterm consistency and reliability.
Failure to do so will result in
returned failed limbs and, eventually, declining bow sales.
Humans, by nature, want to
compete. And they want to win. To
do so we spend lots of time and
money on the accessories but it’s the
limbs that are at the heart of the system and should get more attention. I
think that improvements in limb
design and limb materials will provide the next big increase in archery
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accuracy and consistency. A pair of
limbs that are properly matched and
synchronized in their dynamic
efforts makes a bow easier to aim
and, therefore, easier for humans to
generate a repeat performance.
Understanding the basics of
limb structure and construction
methods will help you guide your
customers to the bow that better
suits their needs. I’ve presented that
limb information in the following
sections of this article.

TIP: The end away from the riser
to which the axle and cams are
mounted.
WORKING AREA: the thinner
section of the limb near its middle
that bends when the bow is drawn.
FADE OUT: this is a wedge
shaped strengthening layer that is
thickest in the butt end and thins as
it extends toward the middle or
working area of the limb. Another
fadeout may also be used in the limb
tip through which the axle hole is
drilled.
LAMINATE: a thin layer of material, usually containing fiberglass,
which is glued to other thin layers to
make a complete bow limb.

COMPOUND BOW
LIMB STYLES:

Most people mistake the back and front
of the limb. The back is the side toward
the target while the face is toward the
archer. Note the other parts as labeled.

LIMB NOMENCLATURE:
FACE: the side of the limb facing
the archer as he or she holds the bow
at full draw. The face is also called
the belly or compression side since it
is compressed when the limb is bent.
BACK: the side of the limb
toward the target when the bow is
held in the full draw position. The
back is also called the expansion or
tension side since it must expand
when the limb is bent.
BUTT END: the thickest end that
is mounted into the handle riser.

Most of the compound bow
limbs with which I am familiar fall
into one of three styles:
1) Machined fiberglass blank
(one piece).
2) Compression molded fiber
glass.
3) Laminated fiberglass or fiber
glass-carbon layers.
I’ve shot all of these and a few
others at one time or another. The
machined one piece and the laminated continue to be the most widely used style. (Some compression
molding techniques are patented,
such as those Bear Archery uses to
make it’s tough quad limbs. That
helps explain why compression
molding is not more widespread.)
Although laminating technology
dates back to the fifteenth and sixteenth century Turkish composite
bow, I believe it will continue to
make up most of the compound
limb market for some time until a
new material or construction

3. PREHEATING LAYERS: The assembled
limb layers are stacked in an oven and
preheated to approximately 130* F.
Preheating will facilitate the glue curing
process.
1. LAMINATIONS: This example of limb
laminations shows the six layers in some
of Dave Barnsdale’s limbs and a completed limb. Note the two separate fade-outs
three layers from the left. Six layers will
make this limb quite stiff to provide high
peak weight.

2. STACKING LAYERS: The different layers
forming the back, interior and face are
selected and stacked for gluing. More and
thicker layers make the limb harder to
bend so it yields more peak weight while a
layer of angled fiberglass will provide tip
strength to withstand twisting.

method comes along that offers better reliability, longer life and more
speed through higher efficiency.

thicker to provide stable mounting
to the riser while the tip end is thicker to provide tip stability and a
strong mounting section for the cam
axle.

1) MACHINED SINGLE PLY:
A rectangular solid blank of
fiberglass-reinforced epoxy plastic is
the starting raw material for this
limb style. In most cases the blank is
supplied by Gordon Composites of
Montrose, Colorado, and contains
thousands of glass fibers running
length-wise. The blank is machined
on the face or belly side to create a
thinner working section near the
middle of the limb. The butt-end is

4. GLUE APPLICATION: A steel blade is
used to spread the two-part epoxy glue on
both surfaces of all glue joints. This takes
only a minute or two once you know what
you’re doing.

2) LAMINATED:
The laminated limb is built by
gluing two to six layers of thin fiberglass-reinforced blanks. A thicker
fadeout is glued between layers at
the butt-end and another fadeout for
axle mounting at the tip. The laminated limb is stronger and allows the
use of differing materials in the layers. Some layers can contain fibers
running at an angle to the limb
length. Other limbs contain fiber
fabric or glass mixed with carbon
fibers to reduce the limb weight and
increase
the
return
speed.

5. ASSEMBLED LAYERS: After the gluing
application the limb sets are stacked in
groups of fourteen and the glue tools
cleaned.

Laminating also allows for the use of
wood and other more exotic materials in one or more layers.
3) COMPRESSION MOLDED:
Compression molding involves
the laying of fibers length wise
through a forming mold while a liquid resin material is introduced. The
limb is heated under high pressure
for a period of time and when the
limb blank is cooled its ends are
shaped to make a finished product.
Compression molded limbs from
Bear Archery are designed with a
uniform cross section so unbroken
fibers can run the full length. That’s
why these limbs get wider in the
thinner working areas.

BARNSDALE CUSTOM
LAMINATED LIMBS:
I’ve seen this laminating process
a few times and actually helped
build some test limbs during my

6. PRESS PREP: Both the top and bottom
press surfaces are waxed to prevent glue
sticking to them. A silicon paper is also
applied between the limb and press surfaces.
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PART ONE: ASSEMBLY,
PRESSING AND COOLING

days with Xi Bows/Indian Industries
in Evansville, Indiana (now known
as Escalade Sports, parent company
of Bear Archery). It was a relatively
simple three-layer limb – a
machined core with back and face
layers glued to it. But that was twelve
years ago so to get an update on the
current status of limb building I
called my good friend and master
limb-maker Dave Barnsdale of
Barnsdale Archery.
Dave’s been building limbs for
many years having worked for Ben
Pearson and American Archery in
the past. Today he builds limbs for
customers who produce a wide variety of bows, including the current
Pearson models. He also builds
limbs for his own line of bows. I happen to have one of his Classic X bows
with the shoot-through cable system
and limbs with carbon/bamboo
laminates. Its one of smoothest
drawing and best aiming bows I’ve
ever shot.
Barnsdale Archery builds custom limbs of various lengths,
including 18.5 inch crossbow limbs
and his standard five-layer recurved
compound limb that is 13 to 19

inches long. Currently the majority
of his limb business is a multilayer
single cam limb that ranges from 12
to 16 inches. Dave tells me “This
limb is 1.5-inches wide and relatively thick at the tip to eliminate limb
twisting and splitting in the wheel
slot. It has as many as seven layers
depending on the draw weight my
customer needs.”

BUILDING STEPS FOR THE
LAMINATED LIMB:
So what does it take to make a
laminated compound limb? I spent
some time discussing this process
with Dave and will outline it here so
you can understand this most
important part of the compound
system. As I said earlier, the limb
pair you have on your bow must
work together to provide a consistent thrust to each and every arrow
you shoot and, since I’ve used a lot
of Dave’s limbs over the years, I
know that they are closely matched
and among the very best available.
Here’s a step-by-step look at
making a laminated limb:

7. PRESSING: The glue press top is closed on the limb, alignment is
checked and about 110 pounds of pressure is applied. The pressure and 180 degreeF heat accelerates the glue curing process.
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ORDER RAW MATERIALS – The
layers of fiberglass material must be
ordered from Gordon Composites.
These materials are E-Glass, S-Glass,
Core Tuff and shaped rectangular
unidirectional blanks. Our example
has six layers as follows:
BACK: .030” S-Glass
WEFT: .030” multidirectional layer
CORE TUFF:.020” to .070”
unidirectional layer
SHAPED BLANK: .410” E-glass
blank/thinner middle
CORE TUFF:.020” to .070”:
unidirectional layer
FACE:.050” E-Glass
LAMINATIONS: Gordon’s Core
Tuff layers are used to make the limb
produce a given stiffness to match a
desired draw weight range. The thicker the Core Tuff layers then the stiffer
the limb and the more draw weight it
will yield when bending during the
draw stroke.
Dave says, “I get the ready-touse shaped blanks, CNC machined
at Gordon Composites, made to my
specs. The specs depend on the
length of the limb because the
longer limbs have a longer fadeout
on the butt end.”
“It takes about eight weeks to
receive all of these materials in their
ready-to-use form” Dave informed

8. EDGE CUT: After the limbs have been removed from the press
and have cooled their edges are sanded and shaped. Safe operation of the machines and dust collection are essentials at
Barnsdale Archery.

